SECTION 7B: SUPPLEMENTARY DOCUMENTATION

(This section IS NOT FORWARDED with the dossier for college and university review. The unit reviews and includes a summary and review of these materials in their letters.)

Please limit to period in current rank at the University of Arizona, up to 10 years.

Supporting Documentation
- Materials from seminars or workshops
- Exhibits, artifacts or other professional activities
- Technical reports, research studies, and presentations
- Newsletters, pamphlets, articles for public audiences, and special interest publications
- Online resources developed for community, business, or educational programs (including apps, webpages or other digital materials).
- Expert testimony or consultations

Documentation of Impact
- Full assessment plan with metrics and longitudinal data where appropriate
- News reports on the program and related contributions
- Grants secured to support or build on the program and related service contributions
- Contracts to support contributions
- Adoptions of programs and materials by other institutions or group